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The United States of America
Vis-à-Vis Terrorism

The Super Power’s Weaknesses and Mistakes

BARTOSZ BOLECHÓW
Wroclaw University, Poland

Due to international policy and internal sociopolitical factors, America has been the pri-
mary target of international terrorism since the 1960s and is seen as a major obstacle to the
goals of international terrorism. This article discusses key mistakes made by the Unites
States that the author argues have strengthened and given rise to further terrorism, including
(a) acceding to terrorists’demands; (b) funding freedom fighters who later became involved
in terrorism against their former benefactors and allies; (c) misunderstanding foreign peo-
ples and cultures and believing all terrorism must be state sponsored; (d) applying force
selectively; (e) thinking in error that the United States is safe from terrorism; and (f) faulting
U.S. media specifically, exacerbating the problem by inadvertently galvanizing sympathetic
public opinion for acceding to terrorists’demands. The author discusses corrections to these
mistakes.

Keywords: terrorism; counterterrorism; United States; foreign policy; asymmetric warfare

Although this article will be only a very general outline of the problem formu-
lated in the title, I nevertheless hope that it contrives to touch on the most impor-
tant issues. I also hope that this critique of U.S. policy will be regarded as neither
a manifestation of anti-Americanism, so “fashionable” and popular today, nor a
typical European willingness to teach or to advise “the Big Brother.” My interest
in American counterterrorism policy is propelled not by any ill will toward the
United States but on the contrary, by my attraction to this country and the con-
viction that nothing else but America is the pillar of international order and secu-
rity, and that without a safe and stable United States, there is no safe world.

Since the end of the 1960s, when modern international terrorism was born,
American citizens as well as American property and interests have been the
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most frequent aim of international terrorist attacks.1 The reasons why such a sit-
uation has lasted for more than 30 years, despite changes in the world and in ter-
rorism, are worth analyzing. Some of them are the inevitable consequence of
America’s unique position in the international arena, whereas others are caused
by specific internal political, legal, and cultural-social aspects of the country.
The rest are connected with the mistakes made by successive American admin-
istrations and institutions responsible for fighting against any circumstances
threatening to state security.

It is worth stating at the beginning that despite various goals and motivations
of modern terrorists, anti-Americanism is probably the most universal and
widespread of attitudes. Terrorists of the extreme Right and Left, religious fun-
damentalists, members of radical ecological movements, and antiglobalists treat
the United States as the main obstacle to realizing their ideals and dreams. At the
time of the cold war, this situation referred to each of the three chief geograph-
ical centers of terrorism—Western Europe, Latin America, and the Middle
East—with no regard to the differences among these regions and the specificity
of their distinctive forms of political violence. At the present moment, although
the geography of terrorism has changed considerably, the circumstances are the
same. Naturally, the hegemonic status of the United States itself determines sim-
ilar attitudes—the guarantor of international order, by its nature, will be bur-
dened down with all the inconvenience and unfairness that is part of and gener-
ated by this order. Nevertheless, it is only a part of the explanation. The United
States, influencing the shape of the present world, has also participated (fre-
quently unconsciously) in the process of shaping modern terrorism. It must be
accentuated that the evolution of public opinion in Third World countries and in
countries allied to the West regarding America’s role in the international arena
has been of essential significance; this perception evolved from an anticolonial
state (the United States was regarded as such a state at least beyond the zone
embraced by the Monroe Doctrine, for example, during the Suez Crisis of 1956)
to an imperialistic one. There is no doubt that the key element in this perception
was the war in Vietnam. This conflict was the catalyst of sociopolitical changes
that were hard to overestimate (e.g., the rise of the New Left movement in its
most aggressive forms) and aggressively influenced anti-American positions of
various leftist terrorist formations such as the Red Army Faction, the Japanese
Red Army, and the Red Brigades. The domino theory, which stirred up dread of
successive American governments including the current government as it is
viewed in the common criticism, inflicted maybe the greatest wounds on the
United States’s moral authority in the world and among its own citizens. As
Henry Kissinger (1996) wrote, “It rarely happens that the results of a country’s
activities stray so much from its original intentions” (p. 682). Having withdrawn
from Vietnam, the United States did not succeed in rebuilding its position as an
anticolonial superpower, and the pivot of the worldwide leftist terrorists’ anti-
Americanism became Washington policy in the Middle East (in the 1980s, one
of the factors provoking anti-American actions by Western European terrorists
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was, in turn, the cruise missile and Pershing missile distribution in Europe). In
this case, the key role was played by the Palestinian movement, which in 1968
introduced international terrorism and began hijacking airliners as one of the
weapons in its arsenal. The “anti-imperialistic” political atmosphere, prevalent
especially among the young, enabled the extremist Western European, Palestin-
ian, and Middle Eastern formations as well as the Japanese Red Army to create a
broad alliance. The Palestinians made very efficient use of the fact that after the
Vietnam War was over, the radical Western leftist extremists were seeking for a
new “common cause” (Hoffman, 1999, pp. 78-79). The political alterations tak-
ing place in the region also were in favor of the terrorists. The coups d’état in
Libya in 1969, Iraq in 1968, and Syria in 1966 led to the creation of warlike, rad-
ical, and anti-American regimes that proclaimed ideas, often strange ones, that
combined progressive slogans—making flirtation with Moscow easier—and
local specific conditions that allowed the regimes to retain political power.
These states did not hesitate to take advantage of the Palestinian Charter or to
make use of the cheap and “functional” weapon of terrorism against their ene-
mies, including the most powerful, the United States. After Black September in
Jordan, the Israeli-Egyptian agreement in Camp David, and lastly, the
liquidation of their bases in Lebanon that were in a state of anarchy, the
Palestinians, for their part, also had to look for new allies and were forced to
depend on the radical enemies of Israel and the United States.

After the Six Days’War, there appeared another problem: Islamic fundamen-
talism. The culmination and turning point was the Ayatollah Khomeini’s revolu-
tion in Iran in 1979. American support for Shah Pahlavi and the relatively arro-
gant policy of Washington shaped the anti-American face of the Islamic
revolution. The collapse of the Shah was, undoubtedly, a considerable defeat for
the United States because Iran had been, among others, part of the barrier
restraining the Soviet Union from expansion into the Persian Gulf. President
Carter’s helplessness in the face of the detention of the American diplomats as
hostages in Teheran (including the catastrophically organized rescue action’s
failure) distinctively contributed to his downfall and the shaping of the present
American counterterrorism policy with all its weaknesses. Iran became one of
the main sponsors of fundamentalist international terrorism and organized (after
the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982) and supported, with Syria’s help, the
Lebanese Shiite formation of Hezbollah, which was later regarded as one of the
most effective terrorist groups in the world.

It is worth dedicating some remarks to this formation and the role of Iran,
because they influenced to a considerable degree U.S. foreign policy vicissi-
tudes and contributed to the creation of the greatest political affair since Water-
gate. In September 1983, Hezbollah won fame because of the suicide attacks on
the American and French marines’ barracks (it also attacked the U.S. Embassy
in Beirut twice). This attempt had a direct influence on President Reagan’s deci-
sion to withdraw U.S. troops from Lebanon. It was a specific, very dangerous
precedent in which the terrorists, with minimal expenditures, managed to force a
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superpower’s change in foreign policy. It also contributed to the creation of ter-
rorists’ conviction that the United States is a giant made of clay because their
material and technological superiority could be neutralized by crossing the
“threshold of pain” that could be borne by American society.

In 1986, the Iran-Contra affair impaired the credibility of the Reagan admin-
istration; the president, proclaiming an uncompromising struggle against terror-
ism, was caught selling weapons to Iran to release American hostages in Leba-
non. This was only one of America’s counterterrorism policy failures.2 At the
same time, the elites responsible for the counterterrorism policy started mani-
festing a specific anti-Iranian or speaking more generally, an anti-Shiite obses-
sion that together with dependence on Saudi oil, hindered realization of the fact
that Sunnite extremists’ terrorism could be equally or even more dangerous for
the United States and the world. The consequence of this obsession was the
inability to take advantage of the chance for improving relations with Iran after
1997, although one might also blame Teheran for such a situation. The support
given by the administration to the radically anti-Shiite Taliban was associated
with, among other things, the axiomatic necessity of isolating Iran.

Speaking about Afghanistan, one cannot help but notice the shortsightedness
of American politics. In general, U.S. policy toward Afghanistan consists of two
chapters divided by an interlude. The first chapter is the period of backing the
Mujahedins that as it is widely known, not only resulted in the Soviet Union’s
humiliation but also had a significant effect on the global order. At the same
time, American policy contributed to the consolidation of the radical Islamists’
consciousness, which expanded beyond state borders, and to the creation of
transnational Islamic nets that became logistical, training, ideological, and eco-
nomic bases for the terrorists. These bases trained the religious radicals in com-
bat and gave them an exultation and a feeling of power. And finally, this policy
contributed to the birth of the threat that Americans today consider as the most
dangerous one to their security. Independently of one’s view of the price paid for
the Soviet Union’s collapse and the bipolar world, the further vicissitudes of
U.S. policy toward Afghanistan consist mainly of catastrophic mistakes. The
interlude meant a loss of interest in this vast and inhospitable territory, which
after the withdrawal of the Soviet troops and the collapse of the Communist
regime in Kabul, seemed to be insignificant regarding American interests and
international stability. When this interest, connected with access to Caspian oil
and the remunerative project of the American company Unocal (Rashid, 2000,
pp. 235-300), was revived in 1994, there began the second fatal chapter that con-
cluded with the attack on the World Trade Center and the consequent military
intervention in Afghanistan. Support for the Taliban as well as the misunder-
standing of their regime’s nature and the specific culture of the Afghani tribes
led to a dead-end street and discredit. To the world, it appeared that an extremely
radical theocratic government, ruled by primitive mullahs with the utmost disre-
gard for human rights, was backed by the greatest symbol of democracy and
individual freedom and united in this de facto alliance in an exotic coalition with
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Saudi Arabia and Pakistan. This was realpolitik of the worst sort, especially
when one notices that there were several years between the American agree-
ments with the Taliban and the American raid on the Taliban. This was an excep-
tional demonstration of American foreign policy’s inconsequence and the
incompetence of American counterterrorism efforts.

The successive dangerous obsession shaping American counterterrorism
policy (particularly of the Reagan administration) was the conviction that inter-
national terrorism was the effect of a huge conspiracy organized by Moscow to
lead to the annihilation of the “free world.” In brief, terrorism was to be the Com-
munists’ surrogate war against the West. The decision makers willingly
accepted the analyses of writers who presented such a position (e.g., Cline &
Alexander, 1984; Goren, 1984; Sterling, 1990). Soon afterwards, the Soviet
Union was replaced by other states (particularly those of the Middle East), and
Americans seemed to be convinced that every kind of terrorism had to be
inspired by a state. This obsession hindered the United States from noticing a
dangerous truth: that the threat of terrorism was in essence connected much
more with the processes of collapse (as it was in Lebanon, Columbia, or Afghan-
istan) and with the growing helplessness of the states (the result of globalization
processes) than with these states’ involvement in terrorism. One may even
observe that the tragedy in New York was also partially the consequence of this
garbled perspective and a misunderstanding of the changes taking place in the
world.

The inconsequence in activity associated with the fight against terrorism
manifests itself in the United States’s unclear application of the so-called mili-
tary option, which in my view generated more damages than profits, and in the
propagandist usage of the “terrorism” notion or in hypocritically making use of
the “terrorist state” label.

The military option, employed in 1986 when the American Air Force raided
Libya in retaliation for a bomb attempt in a Berlin discothèque, deepened previ-
ously visible divisions between the United States and Western Europe concern-
ing just methods of counteracting terrorism. The unilateral military actions
undertaken by the Americans consolidated the picture of the United States as an
aggressive, arrogant state disregarding legal international regulations. Simulta-
neously, the Iran-Contra affair painfully uncovered the inconsequence of Amer-
ican policy toward terrorism.3 The declared “hard” attitude proved to be, deli-
cately speaking, selective and inconsequent. The opportunism of the United
States (which on one hand was secretly dealing with the terrorists and on the
other hand, supporting subversive activities aimed at undermining the legally
functioning state’s government) greatly magnified European doubts (not speak-
ing about those outside Europe). These doubts increased all the more so as at this
same time, the United States opposed imposing sanctions on the Republic of
South Africa despite a racist regime that employed both internal and interna-
tional terrorism. In my opinion, the most important problem connected with the
American military option does not concern a too-excessive aggression (or
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insufficient aggression, as Norman Podhoretz, 2002, believed) but instead, is
associated with the lack of consequence, decidedness, and determination and
with excessive improvisation and decisions that seem to be accidental and cha-
otic. It is true that too many acts of terrorism aimed at the United States have
gone unanswered. However, there remains the fact of equal importance that the
responses did not always take a correct shape and were not always directed
against the correct objects and, hence, usually appeared to be of little effective-
ness or simply ineffective. The air raids on Libya in 1986 did not contribute to
Muamar Kadafi’s elimination, and the missile attack on Sudan in 1998 made
America even more enemies when Washington was unable to prove that the
destroyed pharmaceutical factory was in fact the place where weapons of mass
destruction had been produced. Generally, in the American counterterrorism
policy of the past decades, one can observe a chaotic mixture that combined a
hard (that is the official and declaratively obligatory4) position, an often too-
excessive aggression on one hand, and “secret” concessions encouraging the
extremists’ impudence on the other hand; selective accusations grounded on a
frail base; and obsessions garbling a real perception and hindering preparations
for greater dangers. The individual decisions were frequently taken on the basis
of criteria that were not always clear to public opinion, the international commu-
nity, and even the terrorists. They appeared to hesitate about the acceptance of
the we-do-not-treat-with-terrorists approach or the realpolitik one, which
allowed selling weapons to people who were, at least indirectly, responsible for
the deaths of American citizens. To fight against terrorism effectively, Ameri-
cans must avoid the cardinal mistake of regarding the notion of terrorism as a
label that might be glued anywhere in accordance with current political inter-
ests. Such an approach may bring short-term results but in the long-term, it
impairs the world’s confidence in the United States’s counterterrorism policy. It
also generates the impression that the American decision makers are unsteady,
undecided, and susceptible to manipulation. The counterterrorism policy not
only must be clearly defined but also definitely realized. There is no room for the
situation in which North Korea appears on the list of countries supporting terror-
ism released by the U.S. Department of State. The main justification for North
Korea’s inclusion is the fact that a group of Japanese terrorists who hijacked a
plane in 1970(!) found asylum there. And yet, for example, Pakistan, which
backs Kashmir terrorists and religious fanatics in Afghanistan, or Saudi Arabia,
which finances aggressive fundamentalists throughout the whole world, remain
quite safe as U.S. allies. The counterterrorism realpolitik, understood in this
way, implies that the fight against terrorism is merely a cover for the dark, impe-
rialistic interests of the United States. The arrogance, hypocrisy, and feelings of
humiliation and frustration toward the “impudent giant” are, in my opinion, the
driving force of terrorism to a greater degree than poverty or the Israeli-Arabian
conflict that are very often mentioned in this context.

Another mistake of the superpower was the post–cold war conviction of its
own security, the very typical conviction that America was safe, surrounded as it
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is by oceans and friendly neighbors. Fortress America could repel any terrorist
danger. In the areas where they tried to counteract the danger, it was done
according to the well-known principle that generals always prepare themselves
for the past war, not a forthcoming one. This anachronistic approach to the secu-
rity problem was revealed by the introduction of a projected “missile shield,”
which as an analyst noted, appeared to be similar to the Maginot line in that it
was simply enough to walk around it. The antimissile obsession slightly resem-
bles the situation in which one gets ready for the enemy by holding a cudgel, but
the enemy turns out to be a virus that may freely enter the organism. The menace
of such an enemy should be taken into consideration because the United States,
like every organism, must have contact with the external world. In the year 2000,
429 million people, 127 million cars, 11.5 million trucks, 829,000 planes, and
211,000 ships passed through the U.S. border; each day, 1.3 million people and
300,000 cars cross the border (Flynn, 2003, p. 146; Hoge & Rose, 2001; Nye,
2001). Taking these data into consideration, it is obvious that it is impossible to
control such a mass fluctuation of human beings and vehicles if one does not
want to paralyze the national economy. Nevertheless, it is worth having a look at
available opportunities of action and risk reduction. I do not claim that the
antimissile system is worthless, but according to my opinion, it should not be the
highest priority for American security.

The following issues, which are worth mentioning, concern the danger con-
nected with the withdrawal of the state from the new economic and social do-
mains. This concerns the fact that under the circumstances of “turbocapitalism”—
that is, deregulation, globalization, and privatization—private property
becomes predominant and competition forces greater effectiveness because the
only alternative is to fall out of the market. These mechanisms cause the reduc-
tion of expenditures dedicated to security, because security is a very expensive
good and seriously endangers such significant values as elasticity, rapidity, and
openness. In other words, paradoxically, endeavoring after security may lead to
economic disaster. On the other hand, as September 11 showed, neglecting the
problem of security can result in physical annihilation. In reality, this latter
result is much more probable. Hysterical activities, more harmful than profit-
able, undertaken after spectacular attacks can paralyze the country’s life and be
more damaging than the attacks themselves. They may lead to the situation in
which terrorists will not need a nuclear bomb but instead, can use a less spectac-
ular and quite mundane weapon. On the other hand, memory of danger is short
and the Americans’vigilance may sleep, which will then lead to the return of an
illusive feeling of security, tiredness, routine, and in the end, another shock. It
will be very difficult to find the golden mean between panicky reactions and
negligence of a danger that will inevitably come if America experiences a suffi-
ciently long period of peace.

Now we must deal with probably the most controversial issue, which is diffi-
cult to classify as an American mistake, but to call it weakness is also not fully
adequate. American society is radically open, and such a society by its nature is
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much more than others in danger of terrorist attacks. The American political and
legal system was constructed with the conviction that freedom is a more impor-
tant value than security. Both values may be in conflict with each other. Com-
plaints that American institutions, thought to be concerned with national secu-
rity, are inefficient, incompetent, and focused on a struggle for influence; that
there is a lack of coordination among the activities of particular services; that
bureaucracy is the rule; and that there is chaos and a trifling away of public
finances are all together justified to some degree. However, it must be kept in
mind that the consolidation of agencies and unlimited prerogatives of authori-
ties are dangerous in their essence, and that the “division of power” has as its
goal the maintenance of democratic freedom and liberties. The dilemma, free-
dom or security, particularly seen in the situation of the present terrorist threat, is
a specific squaring of the circle. This dilemma cannot be solved completely.
Nevertheless, there is a need to decide consciously how much freedom ought to
be sacrificed in the name of security. American society attaches a great impor-
tance to its freedoms and liberties (among them, rooted in tradition and the U.S.
Constitution, the right to possess arms), whose evident side effects are the
“facilities” for terrorist activity.

There is another significant problem associated with this question, namely,
the freedom of the media in connection with fighting terrorism. The United
States is pleased to possess the most influential media in the world. However, as
Bruce Hoffman (1999) noted, it is not chance that the beginning of modern inter-
national terrorism coincided with the revolution in the world of media boosted
by the launching of the first telecommunication satellite. Objectively consider-
ing the issue, journalists and terrorists have some sphere of common interests—
the distribution and popularization of information. It is difficult not to notice the
American media’s negative influence on the counterterrorism policy. A note-
worthy example is the hijacking of a TWA plane to Lebanon by Shiite terrorists
in 1985. The media created a spectacle that forced the administration to under-
take fatal political actions, which demonstrated the effectiveness of that terrorist
action. Media influence on the wielding of political power means a growing
dependence by decision makers on public opinion polls. Instead of carefully
considered long-term policy, we deal with chaotic decisions enforced by the
rapid and short-lived pressure of public opinion. Similar irresolution may
strengthen the conviction concerning the United States’s weakness not only
among the terrorists but also, paradoxically, in the public opinion that expects
strong leadership instead of a permanent plebiscite concerned with existential
issues of national security. An instance of the media enforcing decisions is the
case of Somalia, in which the emotional reaction on the part of public opinion to
horrific television images forced President Clinton’s political decisions,
although it was completely clear that this reaction was of an emotional and
short-lived character (Hoffman, 1999, pp. 146-147). The free media damage
counterterrorism activities and in many ways favor (naturally, most frequently
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unintentionally) terrorists, but these media also contribute sometimes to the
neutralization of the danger (for instance in the case of Ted Kaczynski); further-
more, they are necessary for the functioning of liberal democracies.5 In this
instance, the superpower’s weakness is a derivative of its strength and cannot be
eliminated, although the abuse and degeneracy that characterize some aspects of
the way the present media function (not only American media) should be
eradicated.

In this passage I would like to recapitulate the above considerations in several
key points:

1. Since the 1960s, the United States has been the primary goal for terrorists of dif-
ferent origins (it may be said that one of modern terrorists’common points is their
anti-Americanism) and nothing seems to have changed in this context.

2. The United States has significantly influenced the shaping of the face of modern
terrorism. Some of the reasons for such a state of things are generated by the mis-
takes made by the United States, whereas others are independent of the policy
created by the United States and are initiated instead by such factors as the open-
ness of modern society, the geopolitical situation, economics, varying customs
and technological changes, and so forth.

3. The mistakes of the United States are most frequently caused by ignorance and
arrogance. Both of them are to a certain degree the result of the United States’s
powerful and dominating position in the international arena achieved since the
collapse of the Soviet Union. They have given birth to a false feeling of security
and have eclipsed international questions, with the media dedicating less and less
time to international affairs.6 This situation is also the result of messianic inclina-
tions and U.S. declarations that together, combine with a cynical realpolitik and
demonstrative negligence of the international community (the most well-known
issues are rejection of the International Criminal Court and the Kyoto Protocol
and the poor status and treatment of the prisoners of war in Guantanamo).

4. Ignorance leads to shortsightedness; terrorism is not a mysterious phenomenon,
an embodiment of evil with the intention of destroying the United States. Terror-
ism is, rather, a method for the realization of political goals, and these goals are
frequently very different. The United States very often gives the impression that it
neither perceives reality in a complex way nor analyzes the possible and probable
effects of its activities. Americans must remember that they are not an isolated
island but part of an enormous, interdependent system whose functional distur-
bances will always influence their security in some way. For instance, the United
States does not seem to notice how damaging, in a larger perspective, their deci-
sions to heavily subsidize agriculture are for poorer countries for whom agricul-
ture is the only domain in which they have the chance to compete with richer
countries. Violence and terrorism most frequently are not an irrational activity
caused by the inferiority of a certain civilization or simply an insane obsession. It
happens that terrorism is more often the result of frustration and feelings of
humiliation. The Americans repeatedly manifest their tactlessness in showing no
understanding of non-American cultures. Neither does the U.S. government do
enough to promote a positive image of the culture and values shared by people
living on American soil. The United States needs more sophisticated and perma-
nent public diplomacy that does not just operate “from crisis to crisis.” Fortu-
nately, at least some part of the American decision makers are conscious of this
fact.7
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5. The United States has made a great number of mistakes since September 11. Pres-
ident Bush should not have employed the word crusade, naturally, if he wanted to
create a universal, global counterterrorism front. He ought not to have pointed at
Osama bin Laden when defining the chief goal of the counterterrorism operation
but instead, at the terrorist infrastructure, because apprehension or liquidation of
a single man under the circumstances in Afghanistan is like looking for a needle
in a haystack. He should not have allowed prisoners to be detained in scandalous
conditions in the Guantanamo base because in this way, the United States will
manage neither to outdo them in ruthlessness nor intimidate them. Acting in this
way, the United States may only antagonize another part of international public
opinion and will give the impression that it repudiates in practice the very values
that it, itself, proclaims.

6. What should be done under the present circumstances to seriously reduce the
threat of terrorism? First, the second “interlude” in Afghanistan must be avoided,
what is going to be a very difficult task. Second, the stereotype of an arrogant,
haughty, imperialistic America that takes advantage of the poor of this world
ought to be changed. This task is going to be much more complicated because it
will require radical activities inconsistent with American traditions and Amer-
ica’s direct economic interest. Third, the stereotype that the United States has a
low threshold of pain must be neutralized as soon as possible because it encour-
ages terrorists to perpetrate their actions. Fourth, although according to my opin-
ion it is not true that the attitude of Washington toward the Israeli-Palestinian con-
flict is today the paramount reason why there exists anti-American terrorism, one
must accentuate the need of a more determined, courageous, and clearly defined
policy toward this issue, which has been neglected by the Bush administration.
Fifth, attempts must be made to wean the United States as far as possible from
dependence on Arabian oil because energy security is today one of the key factors
of counterterrorism. An inconsiderable simplification may be that research into
new sources of energy may be the element of long-term counterterrorism strat-
egy. And finally, a more consistent, long-term, strategic vision of foreign policy
and its goals in the global context ought to be created.

In the foreseeable future, the Unites States will not manage to ensure com-
plete security and resistance to terrorist attacks, which may be much more cata-
strophic than what happened on September 11, 2001. The United States, never-
theless, can do a lot to improve its security by coming to correct conclusions on
the basis of its own and other peoples’ mistakes, correctly analyzing different
events, looking ahead to the future, and omitting preparations for past battles.

NOTES

1. In some years (among these, 1970 and 1971), more than 50% of international terrorist attacks
were directed against “American interests” (see U.S. National Foreign Assessment Center, 1980).
On August 9, 1998, the Los Angeles Times published that circa 40% of international terrorist attacks
were directed against the United States; however, there exist some assessments presenting smaller
data (as quoted in Harmon, 2000, p. 272). The greater number of these attacks, nonetheless, took
place outside U.S. territory, which remained relatively safe. As the Advisory Panel to Assess
Domestic Response Capabilities for Terrorism Involving Weapons of Mass Destruction (2000)
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expressed in its second annual report, “We have been fortunate as a nation. The terrorist incidents in
this country—however tragic—have occurred so rarely that the foundations of our society or our
form of government have not been threatened” (p. ii).

2. For further detailed information concerning this affair and its results, see Draper (1991).
3. On the “pros” and “cons” of the military option, see Wilkinson (2001, pp. 128-129).
4. In the annual reports of the U.S. Department of State, one may read that the basic rule of Amer-

ican counterterrorism policy is “First, make no concession to terrorists and strike no deals” (e.g., see
U.S. Department of State, 2004, p. ix).

5. This problem is perfectly characterized by Wardlaw (1989, pp. 76-86).
6. Between 1989 and 2000, the largest television networks reduced international news by two

thirds (see Nye, 2001).
7. See the report prepared by the Independent Task Force on Public Diplomacy (2002), which

was chaired by Peter G. Peterson.
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